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Senator Would End
Freshman Rushing
Freshmen at state colleges
will not he
and universities
allowed to join fraternities

D

.m,
.m,
.K4
’soh

bill proor sororities if a
Fred S.
Sen.
State
ps.ed by
Farr (D -Monterey) is passed
by the legislature next year.
In a statement issued this week
Senator Farr said his bill would
give new students time for "mature judgment" of the fraternitysorority system, cut down the
number of freshmen who quit
school when they are not pledged,
and help eliminate irresponsible
hazing practices.
"Few students are capable of
about iraternities and sororities
making a free andintelligent choice
wnerl mei/ first reach college,"
Farr said. "The present system
subjects them to exaggerated social pressures at a time when they
should be concentrating on the
demands of higher education.
Farr co-authored the bill outlauing hazing on state supported campuses that ironically
went into effect, hours after a
University of Southern California pledge choked to death On
a chunk of liver.
The senator especially criticized
- pledging system at his alma
ater--the University of Cantor: at Berkeley. He said freshmen
ere are plunged into a hectic
shing period before they ever
.ttend a class and girls often drop
t entirely when rejected by
irities.
"WASTE OF BRAINS"
’This is a major loss," Farr said,
’not only to the individuals but
o our society, which can’t afford
o let good brains be wasted. I
,lieve that a full year on campus
,-fore rushing begins would let
se students mature and become
tier able to judge the importnee, if any, of fraternities and
’rarities to their education and
uture plans."
Re also said the measure
would limit fraternity membership to a more mature age group.
This, combined with the anti hazing legislation passed last
session, would finally eliminate
dangerous hazing of pledges, the
senator asserted.
Dean Robert Martin, associate
ean of students, said yesterday
ere is no evidence to indicate
hat effect such a bill would have
n greek organizations at SJS.
DEFERRED VS. IMMEDIATE
Dean Martin also adviser to the
nterfraternity Council, said "de.
erred rishing" (Senator Farr’s
roPoss I
against
"immediate
shing" (the system now used
re i has been debated for years.

State Group
May Okay
Ph.D. at SJS

Sororities here practiced deferred rushing until two years
ago, then switched to the present system.
Joan Price, Panhellenic Council
president, said the issue "is still a
toss-up" among SJS sorority women. She said many feel deferred
rush gives new students more
time to get adjusted and more
time to study.
She said an argument for the
other side is that sororities help
new women socially and scholas
tically. "Sororities put a lot of
emphasis on scholarship; they
have to.

Jazz Ticket
Sellout Near;
140 Remain
Only 140 tickets remain

for the Shelly Manne jazz
concert and Smothers Brothers performance tomorrow
evening in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, Doug Dennis,
entertainment chairman for
the Social Affairs Committee, announced Friday.
Remaining tickets will be sold
today and tomorrow in the Outer
Quad, from 9:30 a.m. through 3:30
p.m., and in the Student Affairs
Business Office, TH16, he said.
"Don’t wait until the last moment to get a ticket," Dennis
warned, "because there won’t be
any." By all indications the performance will be a sellout either
today or early tomrrow, he added.
The event will begin with the
Smothers Brothers’ 45-minute
show at 7 p.m. Following a
short intermission, Mallae and
His Men will take the stage
for the two hour Jazz concert,
Chairmen working on promotion
of the event include Judy Corey
and Jan Corda, publicity; Joann
Filice and Diane Beggs, tickets;
and Helen Dihl, ushers.
The Smothers Brothers will go
through their routine of popular and folk music which they
have been presenting in San
Francisco’s Purple Onion.
The trio is composed of Tom
Smothers, playing guitar, Dick
Smothers playing bass, and Bob
Blackmore on the banjo.
Manne’s concert will begin with
his rendition of My Fair Lady,
from the record of the same name
which he cut. The latter has been
on the top of jazz record polls
since its first appearance, more
than a year ago.

will be
honored this week at SJS.
l’res. John T. Wahlquist
NO. 19 today issued the proclamation naming Oct. 19-24 as
United Nations Week for the
San Jose State College cam The

USING KNOWLEDGE gained by orbiting missiles around earth,
this is artist’s conception of hypothetical four-stage chemical
propelled space vehicle. Upper structure at right could be detached for ’soft landing" on Moon or planets by eight-man crew.
Scientists discussed this poposed vehicle at Langley Air Force
base, Va.

Chessman Verdict Due
From Governor Today
Convict-author Caryl Chessman
Is expected to learn today whether
he will die in San Quentin’s gas
chamber or receive executive clemency from Gov. Edmund G. (Pat)
Brown.
Brown said Friday he would
consider Chessman’s case over the
weekend, adding that he would do
"a little praying."
Chessman, 38, is scheduled to
die Friday after his conviction
11 years ago on almost a score
of kidnap, rape, robbery and
sex perversion offenses.
He has evaded the gas chamber through many legal moves,
and has missed a date with death
seven times. A commutation from
Governor Brown would remove
Chessman from death row, where
he wrote two novels.
"I myself am convinced that
man is guilty of all the crimes he
was charged with and convicted
of," Governor Brown said during
.
_

Thursday’s clemency’
Chessman’s attorney, George
Davis, of San Francisco, petitioned Supreme Court Justice Douglas
Thursday to bar the convict’s execution.
He said he wanted the time to
file a new appeal with the Supreme Court, and asked that he be
given until Nov 18 to file

Cl ass Council
A ppoints Members
Two new members were appointed to the college Class Council Re -organization Committee at
a meeting last Thursday.
Chosen to serve on the Committee were lIary E. Jones, junior, and Ric Trimillos, sophomore.
The committee will meet again
this sifternoon

United Fund
Has Reached
837o of Goal

Loans for Doctoral
Degrees Available

modernize and unify
however, there are still many Communist pockets scattered liberally throughout the war-tattered land, so unity is practically

Income:
280,250
75,750

1,395.7$
1545
$158,940.73

Outgo:

impossible. While she was there,
the citizens were trying to establish a new government to
wipe oust the Communist infection, hut intimidation was the
chief policy of the candidates.
Mrs. I lenderson, who joined the
college faculty in 1955, has a B.A.
degree from Coe College and an
M.A. degree from the University
of Iowa. She has done graduate
work at Columbia University, the
University of Michigan, and the
University of Chicago.
Before coming to San Jose, she
taught from 1931 to 1953 at Cornell College in Iowa. Mrs. Henderson will be introduced by Dr.
Leo Kibby, Chairman of the Social Sciences Area,

Proclamation
In observance of the anniversary of the creation of the
United Nations Charter on Oct.
24, 1945, a landmark in worldwide cooperation and man’s
hope for world peace, I hereby
proclaim the eek of Oct. 19,
through Oct. 24, 1959, as
"United Nations Week" on the
San Jose State College campus,
and recommend that due recognition he given to the accomplishments of this great International organization and of the
82 member nations who have
agreed to abide by its principles.
It is hoped that our students
take this occasion to understand more fully the importance
of the various components of the
organization and their inner
workings. Moreover, we know
that all who attend the various
functions planned for this annual observance of the United
Nations Charter will be greatly
benefited.
John T. Wahlquist
President
M. Sayre, former Chief of the
U.S. political section at the U.S.
Embassy Its Lima, Peru.
His topic will be "The Role of
the United Nations in Latin America." Cost of the dinner is $2.25.
The IRC, Spartan Y, and the
ISO will take part in the "United
Nations Day Festival" at the Civic
Auditorium on Saturday from
noon until 10 p.m. The clubs will
have booths and take part in the
scheduled activities.
ISO member Ernest Budder will
sing: at the festival

Forty-seven student-affiliated organizations received
their 1959-60 ASH apportionments last month as the student council approved a record $158.940 budget.
Student body card sales. accounts receivable. and faculty cards and veteran’s incomes accounted for the income
of funds. The budget does not include a $23.163 general
reserve fund that serves as a cushion in emergency situations.

Total

LOIS T. HENDERSON
Fulbright Scholar

last summer in Italy as part of
the "Experiment in International
Living," will speak Wednesday on
her experience. The IRC meeting
which is, open to the public will be
In CH231 at 7:30 p.m.
A symposium on "The Khrushchev Visit" by Dr. Edward Rogers and Dr. S. Laird Swagert, professors of political science, is scheduled for Thursday, 12:30 p.m.,
in CH226.
The annual U.N. Day Dinner
Is to he held Friday In the San
Jose State Cafeteria. Speaker for
the occasion will be Mr. Robert

ASB Okays ’59-’60
Budget of $158,940

Fall ASS Cards
Spring ASS Cards
(estimated)
Accounts Receivable
from loans
Faculty Cards
Veterans Incomes

Stoops To Conquer’ Delightset
irst Night Theater-Goers
Ry JERRY NAI:11N1.1’,
Drama Editor
An enthusiastic first -night audnce sat through nearly three
ors of Oliver Goldsmith’s chuck-filled play, "She Stoops to ConCr" Friday night in the College
eater, hut the theater-goers’ atntion never dulled.
Delkately directed, the Speech
cl Drama Department play had
fairy-tale quality that made the
rce both charming and enterMing for the audience
of half
dents, half adults.
Among the strongest players
as Gene McCabe
as Mr. Hardstle McCabe, whose dill -pickle
re and mouth as expressive
as
of his
lines, gave a top perMance.
Excellent also was Bennie Sheln as Tony
Lumpkin, who relied two
exit hands for his
irk; and Rate
Harticastle, played
veteran Carolyn Reed
was well
ne.
The piny combined
broad bellyighs with refined
satire, and the
line east wove
the two qualities
gelher in top style.

His proclamation kicks off a
week of scheduled campus activities planned by the International
Relations Club, the Spartan Y and
the International Students Organization, in connection with the anniversary of the creation of the
United Nations Charter on Oct.
24, 1945.
The IRC will have a booth located in the Library Quad all week
to distribute a questionnaire and
D.N. materials. This year the cam pus poll will be "Should the United Nations Have a Permanent
Standing Army Under Its Con trol."
The Spartan Y
sell ticketa to the "United Nations Day
Festival" for 25 cents in a booth
in the Outer Quad on Wedneaday, Thursday and Friday.
Martha Allhouse, a SJS junior
social science major, who spent

.Formation of a commission to
study state college requests to
grant doctoral degrees was proposed Thursday at a meeting of
the State Committee on Higher
Education in Sacramento. SJS
Pres. John T. Wahlquist is chairman of the group.
President Wahlquist presented
the request that state colleges be
allowed to issue Ph.D.’s. State
college officials say the need for
college teachers makes it necessary
for them to grant doctor’s degrees.
The proposed commission would
study the request, which is opposed by University of California
Regents. The regents argue that
it will lower the university’s prestige if state colleges are allowed’
to confer such degrees.
A meeting of the Joint Liaison
Committee of the regents and the
State Board of Education in December will study the proposal
to establish the commission. The
With just over half the monthcommittee will meet at Berkeley
to decide on recommendations to long United Fund campaign completed, San Jose State faculty and
the State Legislature next year.
staff have contributed 83 per cent
of the goal, Scott Norwood, associate professor of business, announced Friday.
The goal is $9700; $8000 of it
has been contributed, he said.
Norwood, campaign chairman
Loans ale now available for for the on -campus drive, said he
doctoral candidates preparing for regarded the results obtained so
college teaching, a bulletin from far as a "striking indication of the
the California Congress of Par- generosity of college faculty and
ents and Teachers has announced. staff members."
Applications are available at the
He said he hopes the campaign
California Congress of Parents can reach, and possibly surpass,
and Teachers, Inc., Suite 300, 322 its goal by the end of this week.
W. 21st St., Los Angeles 7.
Contributions may be made;
Requirements are a master’s de- through departmental representagree; acceptance into the doctoral tives, he added,
program of Claremont Graduate
School, Stanford, University of
California at Berkeley, UCLA, or
University of Southern California:
ability to complete the doctoral
requirements in four years; and
intention to teach college upon
receipt of the degree.

E is h P ro f
PI
HealthanMeetng
Lecture
Set for Faculty
Next Week o n’American’

A meeting for faculty members
interested in the Association of
California State College Instruc-. Lois T. iiendersoti.
tors health insurance program is
scheduled for 3:30 p.m. today in aociate professor of EngC11235.
lish, will lecture on The
Representatives of the ACSCI
Anterican Ugly. Beautiful,
program will make individual appointments with faculty members Quiet. Louddc Otherwise,"
on Tuesday, Oct. 27. at 11:30
for later this week.
a.m. in the College Theatre,
Speech and Drama Building.
Mrs. Henderson recently returned from Burma, was awarded a
Fulbright grant from the college
to teach in the University of Mandalay last spring. While there, she
had the opportunity to observe
the impact of various U.S. EmStaging by Dr. Jack Neeson tremely well -cast and well -carried bassy Officials, military personnel,
brought the farce through strong out. Deserving credit should be and citizens on the natives and
to the end and the audience was dealt to Gary Hammer as "Dig- government and vice versa.
She revealed, "Since there was
kept rapt throughout most of ths gory" and Joseph Broda as "Rogan unfavorable article in the Sparperformance, tiring a little at the er." Both actors (Hammer especially in his Ichabod Crane -like tan Daily Oast year) against the
end, as were BMW of the actors.
Sets by J. Wendell Johnson costume and appearance) were Burmese, I’d like an opportunity
to give a corresponding, unflatterbrought applause at two Instan- constant laugh -provokers,
Judy Blaisdell was par in her ing picture of Americans." These
ces and the third -art lighting of
part of Mts. Hardcastle. Good views can he heard in her lecture.
Kenneth ft. Dorst was particShe continued, "We don’t know
also were Paul Bucalstein, Dan
ularly skillful in the garden
enough about them to understand
Zanvettor, Charles Latona and
scene. Bernelce Prisk’s costumthem."
William Barkow, who portrayed
ing complimented the rich,
Mrs. Henderson noted that
Shelton’s four chums.
story -book settings 01 Mr. Johnthese Burmese imperialists who
Susan, Evers, Marilyn Henry,
son.
are backwards in their ways
Tops also in the show were Car- Cheryl Del Biaggio and Robert try to impress its of their
adequate.
were
Sherman
ole Warren as Constance Neville,
strength by being extremely dipOriginal music played by Sandy lomatic through their public reRichard Parks as George HasJenet
nnri
Telford
Montgomery
tings, Miss Warren’s suitor, and
lation teeth’s.
Richard Rossomme as Charles underscored the impish producThe lecturer had a choice Of
accompaniment
tuneful
The
tion.
going to Rangoon, the capital of
Marlowe. Rossomme warmed up
act
heightened
beginning
each
the
Burma or Mandalay for her leave.
to his role as the play progressed.
play’s light touch.
"Rangoon is a very modernistic
A special note should go to Shel"She Stoops to Conquer" con- and international city in which a
ton for his professional portrayal
of the family dunce, Lumplcin. tinues Wednesday through Satur- person cannot get a real idea of
Shelton’s part easily could have day nights in the College Theater. what the Burmese are like. So I
gittlin out of hand, but his slight Tickets may he purchased at the chose Mandalay, the center of the
underplaying saved the best lines box office from I to 5 p.m. Prices Burmese culture."
Mrs. Henderson observed that
for the audience’s own interpreare 50 cents for SJS students and thi 11 -year -old nation of Rama
tntion.
is
backward nation trying to
$1 for .11 others.
Mostly all minor roles

nited Nations

Associated Women
Studenta
$1615
Awards Committee
5050
Class of ’60, ’61, ’62, ’63 800
College Lecture Fund
1000
400
Pres. Pub, Rel. Fund
Community Service
75
Mat
Co-Rec Activity
80s4
Freshman (’amp
Homecoming Committee 855
Independent
Men’s Council
100
Insurance Fund
600
Intercollegiate
Pistol Team
500
Intercollegiate
Rifle Team
700
lam
Intramural
La Torre
(loan) 500
Lyle’
(loan)930
McFadden
Health Cottage
19,500
Men’s Athletics
54,266.
Music
5250
Office Expense
23,383
200
Orientation C’ommIttee
Placement Semis.’"
100
Public Relations
300
98
R.O.T.C. Rifle Team
Radio -Television
400

Rally Committee
1500
Recognition Banquet
223
Recreation Program
900
The Reed 711agazine
410
Religion In Life Wrek
300
Reserve For Refund
15110
Social Affairs
3900
Spstrtaeamp
515.50
Spartan Bally
1100
Spartan From The Start I815
Speech Forensics
975
Student Activity Bldg.
311
Student Council
1860
Student Court
175
Student Public Relations 100
Student Union
3790
Women’s Athletic Assn, 2500
Total

3158,940.73
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Editorial

Bitter Students Hang
Effigy of USC President

No Regulation Needed
About ,that proposed Senate Bill
would

forbid

that

a full

joining fraternities and sororities.
The idea seems to he to correct allegedly

system and are

before pledging one.

freshmen

Throe
Supporting
Arguments

runduun on the greek

required to tour a majority of the houses

state college and university

It

is

understood

Bitter
that

al

Cal

bad conditions at Cal by regu-

sometimes quit school when

lating pledging on every state

jected by a fraternity or sorority.

supported college and univer-

The Dean’s office says no student

listed in
State Sen. Fred

freshmen.
Besides, hazing hasn’t been a problem
here for a long time. We know that threw
years ago hazing injured dignity, not body,
and we understand the attitude is even bet-

ing on.

ter now.

J.H.A.

Here all prospective rushees are given

Thrust and Parry
EDITOR: It is hoped that the
editorial which appeared in the
Spartan Daily last Tuesday (Oct.
131 is not representative of the
college newspaper’s fact-finding
and reporting.
Reference is made to the following statement: "The Spartan Daily
fourth largest daily in the counbehind the Mercury,
tyright
News and the Santa Clara Journal."
Writer of the editorial rniiMt

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course
9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT
Student rate

50c

de these points:
1. The Santa Clara Journal is
not a daily. It is published weekly.
2. Correct order of daily circulation in the county is San Jose
Mercury, San Jose News, Palo Alto Times, Sunnyvale Standard and
Mountain View Register-Leader.
These, incidentally, lead in PAID
circulation.
HUGH SCOTT
ASB 825
(Editor’s Note: The Spartan
Daily its fourth or fifth largest
daily in the county, depending
on whether the Mercury and
News are considered one or two.
Our circulation Is paid with student body fees instead of by Indisidual subscription.)

Bushy Legs Not
Beautiful to Coed

I hope this will he considered

HILLEL MEETING
Program: Dr. Sachar

will

speak

on:

THE ORIGIN OF THE JEWS
Monday, October 19
7:45 P.M.
9th and San Antonio

At Spartan Y
SOCIAL HOUR

DANCING

REFRESHMENTS

Your eyes can only le as yoof as your glasses
. . . don? foot lap

CHEAP

taryalas

for printing for the benefit of the
campus coeds, faculty and staff
members of SJS.
Let’s face itwith rare exceptions, men’s legs, especially the
rather bushy type, aren’t the most
beautiful creations on this earth;
women are supposed to be able
to claim this title.
Because of contemporary modes
of dress, speaking of Bermuda
shorts in particular, I realize
they’re a necessary evilbut certainly not in classes or on campus.
AN EYE-SORE COED,
LIDA LOU IRVINE
ASB 10937

Student Offers Some
’Angry Definitions’
1,..finitions tinged

EDITOR: In your editorial of
Oct. 9 you mentioned that you
would accept and print letters
tmrn students if they were not
hbelous or unnecessarily derog-

Special price on driving range for
students.
San Jose’s most complete
golfing center
10TH & TULLY ROAD

Southern

More than 1000 students participated in the affair, according to
the Daily Trojan. The new regulations were imposed upon fraternity members as a result of the
think limiting greek membership. to "more
death of a pre-dental major who
mature" studentssophomore or better choked to death on a piece of
raw liver during an initiation cerewill make that much difference. Sophomony.
*
mores aren’t that much more mature than

S. Farr (D-Monterey). are:
1. Give new students more time to
study the greek system before joining one.
2. Cut down the number of freshmen
who quit school when they are rejected by
a greek organization.
3. Eliminate irresponsible hazing.
The first refers to the old debate of "deferred" to "immediate" pledging. At Cal
the freshmen can pledge a house before
they ever attend a class; naturally a few
sign up without knowing quite what is go-

Is SJS Daily Fourth
Or Fifth in County?

of

rushees California fraternity students rere- cently hanged college Pres. Norman Topping in effigy as a proHazing
test against the new social and
No
Problem scholastic regulations Imposed upon them.

Because state college students usually are
more concerned with education than the
social organizations.
Finally, the hazing business. We don’t

Arguments for the measure as
a statement by its author,

University

they are

has ever left SJS for that reason.

sity campus in California.

Bs I)
RODE
Esc! iange Editor

SJS has become one of the first
schools in the United States to
The Stanford Daily reported have a Wind Band Ensemble, acStanford’s new medical school was cording to Dr. Robert Hare, asunder fire by the California Aca- sociate professor of music.
demy of General Practice early
Dr. Hare said the new group is
last week.
made up of 45 select players who
According to the Daily, the
will begin practicing next month.
Academy accused the nation’s
They will play difficult musical lineedle:el schools of turning out
terature especially written for
"gold-plated and super -atomic
wind ensembles.
specialists." The Academy urged
Although wind ensembles are a
Stanford to start recognizing
phenomena,’’
recent
general practice In the medical "relatively
some music has been written for
curriculum."
*
*
them by the old masters, Dr. Hare

Friday night University of Red- noted.
lands students are scheduled to
parade through the streets of RedRobert R. Coleman, associate
lands garbed in pajamas as part
of a traditional "Pajamarino Ral- professor of art, presented a design -demonstration workshop for
ly."
the Northern California section
Jacques Soustelle, one of Pres.
A Daily Kansan article quoted of the Pacific Arts Assn, this
Charles He Gaulle’s chief aisle%
Lake
spoke to LC students at Berke- a professor who had stayed in weekend sit Iloberg’s,
ley last week. Soustene spoke Cuba a year as saying, "The Amer- County.
on the "Fifth Republic" in ican press built a false image of
Fidel Castro and the Cuban war
France.
trials through the use of adjecA string quartet made up of
A recent El Gaucho headline tives." The professor said, "We de- faculty members has been schedand
grisled
their
trials
as
summarizing an Aldous Huxley scribed
uled for tomorrow’s survey of mulecture read: "I plus Not I equals bloody. What’s wrong with the sic literature class, 11:30 a.m. in
term
Justice"
Clear enough/
Concert Hall.
11111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIllifill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
The quartet will include: Miss
Frances Robinson, associate professor of music; Dr. W. Gibson
-

/la dArgn

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

New surrey with fringe benefits
SINCE I admitted in public last week that
my knowledge of the modern horselesi carriage
isn’t what you’d call up to par, my editor sent
me out to brush up on what is new in the long, low, swept-wing, V-8,
turbo-thrust field.
Well, readers and friends, I am here to report there seems to
be quite a lot going on, but just what I am not in a position to say.
I went down to the Chevrolet showroom over the weekend and
found things buzzing with a lot of citizens. You have to be a specialist
these days even to get a dealer to talk with you They don’t have time
to fiddle-faddle about with know-nothings.

Small boysthey couldn’t have been older than 10were asking
a lot of questions that made me feel like Yogi Berra in an economics
class.
with anger:
A lot of the new models sound as if they were named after race
ADMINISTRATORSDictators
. Nomad neck
horses; ("Here comes Biscayne up close on Corvair
who preserve lost traditions.
and neck with Bel Air . . . Kingswood on the outside . . . and here
Changeless mortals who fear the
comes Impala making a stretch drive ...")
stingy duma from
forbidding,
above, and the restless academician from below.
THERE ARE some new features that have been played up a lot,
PROFESSORSThe bewildered but I am afraid have gone largely unexplained. I know occasionally
who run between class and book, some pretty vague terminology may sneak in when we haven’t got
fear bureaucratic gods, and starve our guard up.
disciplesall for a ray of prestige.
1Flat-mounted spare wheel. (This is better than a round STUDENTS The saints who mounted spare wheel. Well, isn’t it?)
seek but are silent, and wait to
2New heavy -gauge floor mat, (My old medium -gauge floor
be nailed by society.
mat has been dandy up until now and I see no reason for changing
BEN ZLATAROIFF JR.
now. Besides It has "WELCOME" already printed on it.)
A wIS 9.317
3Counter-balanced trunk -lid (Unbalanced trunk -lids account

Students Charge U.S.
With Blocking Peace

for more than half of mentally retarded trunk-lid cases.)
4Covered-hinges. (You don’t want your Wnges running around
naked.)
5Keyless lock. (That doesn’t sound like anything to be boasting about.)
6-8.25:1 compression ratio. (I was never too good at ratios in
the ninth grade.)
7Hydraulic valve -lifters. (This seems self-explanatory.)
8Positive shift -starter. (I have been thinking of writing a book
on this, called, "The Power of Positive Shift-Starting.")
9Calibrated Choke. (The calibrated choke is not unlike the more
well-known, celebrated choke or frog-in-thesthroat.)
10Economy-contoured shaft. (This is cheaper than the popular
royal shaft.)
11-01I-(setted air-cleaner. (Here the careless use of hyphens begins to take sin rather alarming proportions. Vhatever an oil -wetted
air-cleaner Is I don’t know. I do know, however, that It doesn’t sound
very above -board.)

EDITOR: With reference to
your editorial of Oct. 14, if the
Red Chinese are blocking peace
then we are helping them by keeping them out of the United Nations. This is like keeping a criminal out of court because he is a
malicious person.
You can’t bring a criminal to
Justice until you first bring him
under the jurisdiction of the court.
Until the United Nations reeognizes Red China there is no way
of sending in United Nations inspection teams to make sure they
disarm.
KATHRYN LARSON
THAT WILL just about do it for this year’s models. They are a
ASH 12248
lot smaller thil year to keep up with the pedestrians who also are
GEORGE GIANOLA
a lot smaller this year. I understand next year’s ear, will come in celASS 431
lophane packages.
ROY ELDER
ASS 9903

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye esamInetions and optical service Latest styled glasses end
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled end glasses replred.
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Meatless this ad ... when visiting any ef flue Dr. Haskell Offices

a 10

and San
located 3 blocks from campus 100 S. First St. (on the corner
199 S. First St. On the cornr of 1st and Son Antonio)
Fernando also

Spa tan
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The Mechanical Man and Rosette

He defies YOU to Make Him Laugh
See This Sensational Act.... Mon. and Tues. Wes at 8.
Hear Panga’s fantastic offer to

PANGA

anyone who can

make him laugh.

-Sensational-Mysterious-Unbelievable-

BUT TRUE

*HAMBONESHouse of PizzaDIXIE MUSICCafe Expresso
(on First of course)

417 S. FIRST St.

C P &
SERVICE STATION
Premium Gas and Oil at Lowest
of Prices!
Save through our Membership!
Open 24 hrs.
13th IL Julian

1

Walters, professor of music;
N.
aid Homuth, assistant professoi
music: and Janice Down. They wi
present works by Gabrieli, Syr
Haydn and Mozart.
0

*

Your peace of mind is easily worth the low cost of our
brake’ service! Here’s whet we do:
Remove front wheels,

Inspect wheel

cylin-

inspect brake drums

ders for leaks

and linings

Check and add brake
fluid if needed

Clean, inspect, repack
front wheel bearings
Inspect grease seals

Make a thorough final
brake test

Service is our Business

Across from Student. Union

OM. 001,M

e
T
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IBM currently is exhibiting
01
paintings by Robert Collins, (mis1.
ant professor of art. The unesns
exhibit is being shown this mom
in IBM’s Education Building.

.Y
e
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*

Phi Mu chapter of Mu Phi Er
silon, women’s national professist
al music sorority, will present
concert of instrumental and vos
numbers Oct. 27 at 8:15 p.m. j
Concert Hall.
Carole Rome Is chapter preside
and Mrs. Sonya Delevoryas, wit
of Assistant Professor of Mos
John Delevoryas, is adviser. a
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RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate

3 MONTHS $15
I KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando
l.--f 2,7541
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(Author of "I Was Is Teen-age Dwarf". "The
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
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STUDYING CAN BE SCREAMS
If studying is bugging you, try mnemonics.
Mnemonics, as we all know, was invented by the great Casek
philosopher Mnemon in 526 B.C. (Mnemonics, incidentally,
was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. lie also
invented the staircase which, as you may imagine, was of
inestimable value to mankind. Before the staircase people
who wished to go from floor to floor were forced to live out
their lives, willy-nilly, on the ground floor, and many of them
grew cross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was elected
Consul of Athens three times but never served because he was
unable to get up to the office of Commissioner of Oaths on the
third floor to be sworn in. But after Muemon’s staircase,
Demosthenes got up to the third floor easy as pieto Athens’
sorrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes, his temper shortened
by years of confinement to the ground floor, soon embroiled his
countrymen in a series of senseless wars with the Persians, the
Visigoths and the Ogallala Sioux. He was voted out of office in
517 B.C. and Mnemon, who had made his accession possible,
was pelted to death with fruit salad in the Duomo. This later
became known as the Missouri Compromise.)

CA

TH

FAS

But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which are nothing
more than aids to memory - -catchwords or jingles that help you
remember Raoul+, dats.14 and places. For example:
Columbus Railed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred ninety-two.

(NOTE: The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harbor until
1904 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to Holland for Louisiana
and two outfielders.)
But I digress. To get back to mnemonics, you can see hew
simple and useful they arenot only for history but also tor
everyday living; for instance:
In nineteen hundred fifty-nine
The smoke to look for se Alpine.
"Why Alpine" you ask. Taste that fine, fresh flavor. Enjof
that subtle coolness. Until Alpine you needed two cigarettes to
reap the benefits of Alpineone for flavor, one for high filtrationand smoking two cigarettes is never graceful; in fact,
with mittens it is nigh impossible. Now you need only ons
cigaretteAlpine. Get some. You’ll see.
ites so. ass.

YAGER & SILVA
STUDENT..PARKING

P
.S.
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e

Warren Taus, associate pro,
lessor of art, recently NIO4 elect
ed preosident of the
Assn. of An Museums. Aspeau
lion members are fr sssss nrwr,
than 50 major museums and
sr
galleries in the 13 Western
state,
and Canada.

See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, for ID’tame, is the important event immediately following Columnbun’s discovery of America? The Boston Tea l’arty, of course.
Try this:
Samuel Adams flung the tea
Into the briny Zuyder Zee.

HAMBONES PRESENTS
PANGA

Art-Meiic-21Paina

The erennenre of thin column make Alpine, Philip 3Puri1
and liforlhoro Cigorellea. Pick what 11011 please. II hal you
pick will please you.
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1r1 Auto Groups
0 Join Friday
or Hanger Dance
Society of Automotive En a will sponsor a "Hanger
for members of the AeroEngineering Department
pm. Friday, at Reid’s Hill w Airport.
The dance will be in the hanger
Ted by the Flying 20 Club. Himusic will be provided.
Three aviation organizations,
ying 20 Club, Institute of Aeroutical Science, and Alpha Eta
o are assisting.
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MIKE CALLAHAN
Folk Singer
TUESDAY
:ASUALS DANCE BAND
WED. FRI. SAT.
Luncheons Daily

"Just off campus"
THE LARGEST SELECTION
OF SIZES STYLES, AND
OLORS IN DOWNTOWN
SAN JOSE
Ey

own & Country
Shoes
AMERICA’S BEST
FASHION SHOE VALUE

ALing
lp you

Open Monday and
Thursday Nights
Charge Acct.

NATURAL SCIENCE
Ancient Chinese ceremonial jade
pieces collected by Gordon R.
Thomas, equipment technician of
the Natural Sciences Division,
were on display Saturday and yesterday in San Francisco.
The jades, some from the Neolithic period, were in the San
Francisco Gem and Mineral Society’s exhibit. Mr. Thomas recently published "The Rock of
Ages," an article on ancient man
and jade, in the Lapidary Journal.

Chaplains

To Sponsor
Art Contest
Words into finages u. ill be the
theme of an art competition to
begin this week sponsored by the
Council of College Chaplains.
The competition is open to all
students, not necessarily in the
Art Department.
The pictures, which will be due
Nov. 23, 24 and 25, may be on
three subjects: creation, incarnation and redemption.
The first prize will be $50, second prize $25 and third prize $15.
The jury for the competition
will be John DeVincenzi, assistant
professor of art; Eric Oback, assistant professor of art; and Dr.
Wayne Rood, member of faculty,
Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley. The pictures will be judged
on artistic technique and religious interpretation.
The media used may be oils,
suitably framed, and watercolors,
suitably matted.
,
A prospectus for the competition may be obtained from any
college chaplain.

Speech Club
Defers Meet
Gavel and Rostrum, campus
speech club, will hold its next
meeting tomorrow, at 1:30 p.m.
in SD115, instead of today, as previously announced.
A series of 13 locally-broadcast
radio programs are being planned.
All interested students should plan
o attend this meeting, according
to George West, publicity chairman.

Mr, Gordon Eaing, of the II. M.
Gousha Company, will speak to
the members of the Society for
Advancement of Management at
an initiation banquet at the Hawaiian Gardens, 6:30 p.m., Wednesday.
Cost of the post -rushing dinner
is $2.75.
According to the society’s president, James Browning, Mr. Ewing
will speak on: "Operation of Senior Chapters in the U.S. and Benefits for Graduates Who Become
Members."
The club is open to all business
majors who are interested in management.

AWS Committees
Women students interested in
working on the program or publicity committees of the Associated
Women Students may sign up thls
week in the Activities Office,
Adm242, according to AWS President Pat Moriarty.
Merle Osborn. junior, was se selected as Faculty Men’s Breakfast chairman last Tuesday. Liz
Stone will serve as WAA representative to AWS

SPARTAN DAII.V-1

Department News

School Board Association, the
Joint Advisory Board, the State
Liaison Committee, and the State
Board of Education.

Management Club
Slates Banquet

later

Monday, October 19, 1959

PHILOSOPHY
Dr. Robert E. Larsen, associate
professor of philosophy, is the author of "Morris Colien’s Principle
of Polarity." published in the October-December issue of the Journal of the History of Ideas.
PREPARING FOR TEST as part of preparation for
manned rocket trip into space, Alexei Crachev (right)
Is given instructions by V. A. Smirnov, Soviet space doctor, in Moscow. Crachev is one of 19 being trained.

HISTORY
"Pm, books on California history
were reviewed recently by Dr. f
Benjamin F. Gilbert, professor of
history, for the periodicals California Historical society Quarterly
and Arizona and the West. The
ix)oks were From Wilderness to
Empire and California Editor.
Dr. Jacob M. Pant, assistant
ey, head of the Division of Eduprofessor of history and education,
cation.
Pre-registration materials and is the author of "Public Relations
instructions may be obtained from
education instructors or the seccollege students
ondary education office. N5-A for
crave
secondary teacher candidates.
knowledge.
Elementary education students
they ,,trive
may obtain their materials in TB for
59 or their observation classes.
acceptance.
a guest
for a faith
is
their life.
THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS
Christianity
is that faith.
drop in
and think it throuylat
)
THE HUDDLE
Tuesdays
on San Antonio between 3rd
and 4th
CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
6:45 to 7:30 p.m.
I Oth & SIrta Clara
CY2-0462

Is Your Job," which appeared in student -faculty skits and Initia
the Oct 4 issue of the Journal of tion of new rrienibers will high
light the (-sent Ile estimated 50
True Education,
to 75 members would attend.
Allt SCIENCE
The Air Science Department, EDUCATION/
Associate Professor of Educaunder the command of Lt. Col.
Emery Cook is planning three so- tion Dr. Marshall Miller was a
cial events for the coming semes- delegate to the Northern California Committee Conference of Junter.
They are the Fall Mixer stance, ior High Schools in Salinas early
Dec. 4, the annual Military Ball, this month,
slated for May 6 and a picnic later WOMEN’S P.E.
In the year.
Dr. June McCann, women’s phyPSYCHOLOGY
Psi Chi, national psychology
honor society, plans a dinner -dancing party at Trader Low’s on
South First Street Friday at 8
p.m. The cost will be $1. David
McCormick, club president, said

REXALL

YOUR DOWNTOWN
next to Woolworths
IMO
PRESCROMONS

Plan To Student Teach?

Secondary and elementary education majors planning to student
teach next semester may pre register today through Friday, according to Dr. William G. Sween-

Ski Clubbers
Plan Skating
An Oct. 23 ice skating trip will
be discussed at the second meeting of the Ski Club Tuesday evening at 7:30.
The meeting will be held in
S142, and will be highlighted by
a movie and refreshments, according to Nancy Steger, publicity
chairman.
Club membership is still available for those interested. Anyorn.
wishing to join may do so at tip.
meeting, she said.

sical education department chairman, and Dr. Mary S. Wiley, recreation department head, represented this campus at the California Council on Children and
Youth con% enfis,n in Asilomar last
I week

DRUG

Film
Developing
Special
Have one roll of film
developed and get two
Polls free.

Save Now at the
REXALL ONE CENT SALE

BAKMAS

Medicine chest items, cosmetics, vitamins,
at 2 for the price of one
plus a penny. (Resatl
branded items)

EVERYTHING
FIRST STREET
35 So. First Street

REXALL

DRUG STORE
CY 2-8081

Chg. First Nat’l. and Bank Americard

FREE DELIVERY

Spartaguide

Never
too strong.

TODAY
Freshman Class, meeting, Morris Dailey Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
111111el, meeting, Spartan Y. 7:45
IMC, meeting, C11149, 7 p.m.

\ever
too weE K.

ISO, Cabinet meeting, Cafeteria,
4 p.m.
Junior Class, meeting, S326, 3:30
Pi Omega PI, meeting, T11106,
3:15 p.m.
Sophomore (’lass, meeting, S210.
3:30 p.m.

Always
just right!

TOMORROW
Colleghtte Christian Fellowship,
meeting, Cafeteria snack bar, 9
p.m.
Huddle, meeting, San Antonio
between Third and Fourth Sts.,
6:45 p.m.
Iota Delta Phi, meeting, Student
Union, 7:30 p.m.
Newman Club, "Survey of Catholic Belief and Practice," 4:a0
p.m.; "Sacraments and Sacrifice:
Theory and Practice of’ Liturgy,"
7 p.m., Newman Hall, 79 S. Fifth
St.
Ski Club,. meeting, movie, refreshments. S142, 7:30 p.m.
Society of Merhanicai Engineers,
meeting. EllS, 7 p.m.

OP
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Holiday Drive -In
It’s Fun to Save Money
When You Eat at Our
SELF - SERVICE BURGER STAND

Eat - Read - Relax
..DEN
IN OUR

Right Across the Street
From the CAMPUS
AT

Oh and San Fernando
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT
We Will Redeem This Ad
Fcr Any 10c Drink FREE

MODELING
SCHOOL
572 Halsey Ave.
CY 7-7050
Student Special $99.00

You can hoht e,th..,

jimmie’s
barber shop

Get satisfying flavor..so friendly to your taste!

52 S. 4th St.
NO FLAT

7

Open Every

"FILTERED -OUT"

Monday

FLAVOR!

/i------I

Ivy League
&
Flat Tops

jimmie’s

/

Soo how Pall Mall’s famous length of fine, rich tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke
makes it mildbut does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!

44111L

NO DRY
"SMOKED -OUT"
TASTE!

HERE’S WHY SMOKE "TRAVELED THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...
Mild!

and they are

1

You get Pall Mall’s
famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.

2

Pall Mall’s famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally. .

3

o
Product of (74 uiniatiutzva ,...,-Xceoronoyza-n, -

Travels it over, under.
around and through
Pall Mall’s fine tobaccos
. and makes it mild!
a our maito non."

I
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Love in Bloom
l’INNINGS
The ladies of Delta Gamma sorority recently learned of the pinning of VICKI STEINER to PETE
NEWMAN. Miss Steiner, sophomore education major, is from
.Alhambra. Newman, junior busi
ness major from Santa Ana, is a
member of Theta Chi.
JON BORAD, and his Theta
Chi brothers, serenaded MARY JO
CHAPNIAN to celebrate his pinning to the Phi Mu coed. Miss
Chapman is a sophomore education major, from Big Bear Lake
Borad is a senior industrial arts
major from Hayward.
At a recent candle ceremony at
the Delta Gamma house, DENNA
MALERBI, senior nursing major.
from Redwood City. announced
her pinning to NEV GRIFFIN,
senior business major from San
Jose. Griffin is a member of Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity.
The Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
serenaded the Chi Omega sorority
when RICHARD BASILE announced his pinning to JOAN PRESTON. Miss Preston, junior, is
studying to be a social worker.
Basile is a marketing major at
Santa Clara University.
MARILYN WYLIE, Alpha Omicron Pi, recently announced her
pinning
to midshipman JIM
HART, during an initiation event
held at the De Anza Hotel. Hart
attends Annapolis.
LARRY STANLEY, of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity, announced
his pinning to JILL CHAMBERS of
Kappa Alpha Theta. Stanley is a
srtphom rn bilSinnsst tra for from

:WA

Except

Their
Cards - Candy - Gifts
Those Who Buy

School Supplies

The Beta Kappa
277 E. San Fernando St.

Fairfield, and Miss Chambers is a Alpha Chi Omega sorority, SUE
sophomore education major from BERRYMAN, senior art major
from Visalia, announced her enSan Jose.
gagement to DICK PAOL1NE,
who is now a junior engineering
ENGAGEMENTS
major at Cal Poly.
BOB ELFEN’s Sigma Chi
BEV JUNG, Chi Omega, told
’a-others serenaded Alpha Phi’s her sorority sisters of her enannounce
THORNE
to
KATHY
gagement to AL WALBURG,
their engagement. Miss Thorne, Sigma Chi.
senior home economics major, is
Walburg, SJS alumnus, works
from Los Angeles. Elfen, from at Moore’s Business Forms in
Piedmont, is a senior business and Oakland. Miss Jung is a junior
major. from San Jose A June wedding is
management
industrial
Wedding will be in July 1960.
being planned.
A Redwood City couple MARY
DOROTHY CARROL surprised
SCHIAPPACASSE
and
DON her Kappa Delta sorority sisters
PELLAND recently announced Monday night when she passed
their engagement. Miss Schiap- the traditional candle to announce
pacasse is a senior medical tech- her engagement to JOE KORNnician major. Pelland is a senior DER. Her fiance now atttends
mathematics major.
U.C. at Riverside, and is a senior
The wedding will take place in English major. The couple plan a
May 1960.
June wedding.
MIKE FLYNN. junior art major
senior
KLOSE,
ANNETTE
at SJS, announced his engagement music major at SJS and GENE
to JAN GERSZEWSKI. sophomore WATSON, civil engineer for Santa
education major attending College Clara County, are engaged. The
of San Mateo. Flynn is affiliated date set for the wedding is Dec.
with Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity. 20, 1959.
DENISE
GELDARD,
Delta
Wedding bells will ring Sunday
Zeta, passed the candle to an- uniting DIANE FANCIULLO and
nounce
her
engagement
to JOHN SALAMIDA. Diane, a
GEORGE SORUM. Miss Geldard graduate of Willow Glen High
is a sophomore general education School, is now employed by the
major from San Mateo. Sorum, a Foxworthy Drug Co. Her fiance
business administration graduate received a bachelor of arts degree
from SJS, is stationed at Fort in journalism from -SJS last year.
He served as editor of the SparOrd. He is from Oakland.
SHELDON CRANDALL told tan Daily.
This summer NANCY BOUTON
his Sigma Chi brothers of his engagement to JANET KING, Delta and DICK CHRISTOFANI anDelta Delta. Crandall is a senior nounced their engagement. Nancy,
business and industrial manage- a member of Alpha Chi Omega,
ment major from Piedmont; Miss works as an interpreter at Ames
King attends the U.C. San Fran- International. Dick, senior P.E.
cisco Medical Center. She is a major from Sacramento, is with
senior physical therapy major. Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
KATHY FOSTER surprised her
Wedding plans are for September.
BETTY SMALL will be the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority sisbride of MERLE BUTLER on Feb. ters by announcing her engage5, 1960. Miss Small is a junior P.E. ment to TOM AKSAMIT, a cormajor, from Beaumont, Calif. But- poral in the U.S. Marine Corps.
ler, senior recreation major from Kathy is a senior biological science
Dayton, Wash., is a member of major from San Jose. A summer
wedding is planned.
Sigma Nu fraternity.
The engagement of JACKIE
The sisters of Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority were recently LATAPIE and SONNY GOMES
surprised by JEANNE McHENRY was revealed recently at a trawhen she announced her engage- ditional candle ceremony. Miss Lament to DAVE COX, Theta Chi, tapie, senior education major,
senior Biological science major, from Hollister, is a member of
from San Jose. Miss McHenry, is Alpha Phi sorority. Gomes, a
rancher, is also from liollister. A
a senior English major.
JUDY NELSON recently told July wedding is planned.
The traditional passing of the
her Alpha Chi Omega sorority sisters of her engagement to LARRY candle on Oct. 5 announced the enLYNCH, senior journalism major gagement of MARILYN SCHat Stanford. Miss Nelson, junior WILK. Alpha Omicron Pi. and
sociology major is from Concord; RON ELLIOT, Delta Sigma Phi.
Lynch, from Ontario. Ore., is a Miss Schwilk is a senior nursing
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon major from Sacramento, and Elliot is a senior business adminisfraternity.
At a recent candle ceremony at tration major from Alameda.

M

Metric

pharmacy

-To Your Health, Sir"
Immediate Prescription
Service
We have the preci:e
Remedy only I block
away from your ills.
188

SANTA CLARA (at S. 5th)

CY 5-0828

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 lin minimum.

To

Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16. Towar Pfeil.
No Phone Orders
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Monday

Room and board 13C, ’’j, Pink Tub. 4.,
S. 6th St. 4-6 p.m.

P . E. Instructor Pedals 1430 Miles
During Summer Spent in Europe
13) DARLA GRAINGER
One thousand, four hundred and
thirty miles of pedaling is a lot
of leg work. as Miss Leta Walter,
SJS P.E. instructor, and recent
returnee from a summer bicycling
tour through Europe will well
agree.
Miss Walter made the trip with
five other women, all of whom are
teaching or preparing to teach.
Of the five, four will remain in
Europe until December.
The SJS P.E. instructor and another member of the group left
the U.S. by plane June 18 and arrived in Paris, France two weeks
ahead of the four remaining members of the group.
Reunited at South Hampton
July 7, the group began their cycling with a trip to London.
"We arrived in London on our
bicycles at the busiest traffic
hour possible." recalled Miss
Waiter with is laugh. "It was
really something:"
It was after leaving London
that the group began their hosteling, as they proceeded through
England stopping at such points
of historical interest as Stratfordon -Avon, Henley on the Thames
and Oxford.
TRAIN TRAVEL ALSO
Wherever it was possible the
group bicycled, but trips to different sections of some distance
were made via train.
Dublin and northern Ireland
were next on the agenda.
"The coast of northern Ireland was quite rugged for bicycling, we didn’t expect it to
be," stated Miss Walter. t’W
cycled through the giant causeway country on this trip."
By ship and train they arrked

54495

Low rate to students
Flexibilitytailored to pros
ent and future needs
You make no regular
deposits until you are out cif
school

set up, adjusted
guaranteed

$3995
tzLT:4
Get a Bike at

DESIMONE’S

cash and carry
in the carton
SALES AND SERVICE
Follis
Raleigh
Schwinn

Get complete information on the
Lincoln College Plan from

AL

NEW AND USED

CORRAL, Class of ’SI
SJS Campus Agent

CY 7-7368

72 SO. SECOND, SAN JOSE

He heads a team
of 63 people
L. Dean Darbe graduated from Kansas State U. in 1955 with a
B. S. degree in electrical engineering. Today he is Supervising
Service Foreman for Southwestern Bell Telephone Company at
Hutchinson, Kansas. Dean has five Foremen and 58 craftsmen
reporting to him. He’s got full responsibilitycovering installation, maintenance, testing and repairfor 21,000 telephones and
all the equipment that serves them.
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"It’s interesting work," says Dean, "and it keeps me on th,
go. Here are a few of my activities during a recent day on the job."

CONNIE KOLB and LLOYD
MINNEY were married recently.
The new Mrs. Minney, junior sociology major from San Francisco
is affiliated with Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority. Minney, a graduate P.E. major, from Millbrae, is
a Sigma Chi alumnus.
MAR1GENE CAIN, sophomore
education major from Merced, and
PAUL GANNELLA, graduated
education majoc also from Merced, were united in a recent wedding ceremony. Mrs. Gannella, is
a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.

Art Store

par -

You Benefit with These Adnnteee
"For the guy and gal who want to be cool,
get a bike at Desimones and ode to school"
STEYR top quality 3 -speed
lightweignt bikes

Just four years out of college...

AGES

San Jose’s Largest and
Most Complete

in Glascuw, Scotland where they ’ssc succeeded, but not without ’ Jose Sept. 13 - just in tin,
cycled through the Loch country. hearing quite a few laughs and sist in the fall registration.
Due to a mistake in scheduling funny comments from passers-by
the group found it necessary to fly’ as we were doing so. Then the six
The Lincoln Notional Lift
of us boarded the plane, dressed
Isserance Company
up and carrying saddle bags."
mar
They did no cycling in Norway US the Norwegians convinced them It would be too steep.
A boat trip along the’ Songflord
was the highlight there.
They crossed into Oslo by
train, cycled down through the
center of Sweden, then into Copenhagen and finally down into
Germany.
From Germany the group
AL CORRAL
made their way to Holland
College AgentSan Jo:e Stet
where they visited the Hague,
among other places. Then they
Graduate Student!
went back to Germany for a
Seniors
cycling trip up the Rhine and
MISS LETA WALTER
later through the Black Forest.
Afil you as ready to step .00 tf.
... champion podaler
business and professional world
The next stop was Switzerland
you think you are?
from Prescot, Scotland to Stanger, where they cycled more than anyEntering into your new ocsupotioi
where else. "We traveled close to
Norway.
in the near future will bring .
250 miles on our bikes there. On
FOLDING BIKES
new responsibilities . . and he
"Before we could board the the average we traveled about 30
very important matter of life 4
’ursine protection tans on eddsi
plane to fly to Stanger, we had miles a day, but one day we went
Importance. The Lincoln Colley/
to take apart the bikes we were 70, and that was a mistake!"
Plan. designed inclusively for of
Miss Walter left the group in
using," said Miss Walter, "somelege men, is
plan that will
thing we’d never even thought of Geneva, flying to Paris and then
you now and can be adjusted h
She
arrived
in
San
your
needs
in
the future.
doing before. Amazingly enough to the

ilia a.m. I meet with one of our Foremen at thija plant garage
to discuss a cable -pressurizing job. We’re putting all aerial
cable in Hutchinson under air pressure to keep out moisture
which causes cable failure and costly service interruptions."

"10:15 a.m.

My boss, District Plant Superintendent Randy
Barron, and I go over plans for an addition to our dial central
office. Several pieces of large and complex switching equipment
will have to be rearranged to tie in with the new facilities."

Shore Roefels

Ad

Need 2 males to share new apt. 351 S
Ilth St Apt. 4. CY 8.2211,
Up. Div. Stat. to shore hse, with 3 others
3 blks. from campus. $20 rno. CY 7.3656

Motes for Solo

Help WastedMule

1967 Goliath Sta. Wan. Needs Wort.
Take over payments. $540 owed. See ro
2 Male students needed, with ter. Flew 360 South 5th after 4 p.m.
b:,
.’s Phone CY 7.5798. 4:30 to 6.
Like new, Vamps 150cc. $375. CH 3 -Silk
’Photographer with car to work Fri. and
M.0 be at ease in meet.
Sat’ -- --r.
Woofed
CL 8.1124 after 5.
r i
Sell housing, clutch pedal, and lintegn
for 56 Chevrolet VB. State condition and
I..... lea. lest
Price. Write J Naiads, P. O. Bo. 1090
MENClean cheerful rte. fur. heat. Rent San Joss.
rea.onable. Breakfast optional. 406 S. Tandem Wks, any condition, for her g
Ilth Street.
capped child and her brother. 5.15 n.i
Quiet roommini Kitchen privileges-- 474 or AN 6-6831.
57 N 7th CY 5-7355.
MisaMSeeemos for Solo
Men’s college house, 47 So. 8th St.
Furn. rms., lit., linen. washer, phone, pi26-Volume 1966 Encyclopedia: 6 nen
ano: r leaning service. $28.
lecte fuel igniters, $10. CY 5 89ril

Apertmeets for Root

Pure. Apt, for singles or groups. New
bldg. All electric. Wall to wall carpet,
1/2-blk campus. CY 4.9042, Les Kirby.
48 So. 4th St.
Ap. for rent for 3 students. Call CY 82375 after 6 p

Special Noakes

Licensed day tare, 2-5 yrs. Eastside
Key’s Nursery, CY 4.8076.
ARTISTS: Hambenes will display yoor
paintings. with or without price tag Asir
for Andy after 4 p.m. 411 S F -r’
Chicken Wed sandwich, with potato so
Room one Owe
ad and one milkshake 85a. Mention Al)
Mali students: Rm. and Id 7 days wk. when ordering. Mel’s Drive Inn, 945 E
Santa Clara St.
Laundry priv. Call CY 44691.

615311 pant After lunch,

I drive out to the new plant of a mobile
home manufacturer. My men are completing installation of a
new-type cordless switchboard. I discuss features of the new
equipment with the firm’s vice President and Plant Manager."
Drawing Boards
Easels
Sketching Stools
Art Students’ Pads
Canvas
Canvas Boards

PAW
dad wallpaper to.

112 S. 2nd
Valley Pair
San Jose

"UP p.m.

At our toll center we’ll soon be adding another
test desk to increase our facilities for ’trouble shooting’ Long
Distance circuits. Here, with our Chief Testboardman, I go
over some of the board changes which will have to be made."

"That’s about it for one day. Tomorrow’s schedule will be
different. I’m doing interesting, challenging work all the time
and I’m given plenty of responsibility. That’s what I like about
my job."
There are countless young men like Dean Darbe who are
moving ahead in supervisory careers with the Bell Telephone
Companies. You could be one of them. Talk it over with the
Bell interviewer when he visits your campusand read the
Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office.
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Spartans Down Fresno, 40-14
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Football Hall of Famo
Doak Walker, former SMU tailback and star halfback for the B.jolt Lions, was among 10 former
Tidiron greats recently voted to
Ole National Football Hall of
lame.
The Hall, which will be located
at Rutgers University when completed, is near the site of the first
intereollegiate game ever played.
Felix (Doc; Blanchard, Bobby
xidd, Herman Hickman, Clarence
Higgiet Munn, and Charlie Trippi
were some of the other men selected for the Hall.

SJS Cagers
State Rolls Up 513 Yards, Tuning
Up
Cuttery Zips for 51 -Yards
hi

lb,

SPARTAN DAILY-6
londay, October 19, 1959

GREGORY II. BROWN
Sports Editor
and
hot
cold
State’s
football
warriors chewed up 513 yards running and
San Jose
annihilate
a
punehless
completely
Fresno State eleven, 40-14, at Fresno’s
posing to
night
before
Saturday
13,000
fans.
Stadium
Ratcliffe
The Spartans, ranked fifth nationally in passing, used the ground equally as well
against Cecil Coleman’s Bulldogs as they picked up 270 of their total yardage on run’ling Plays.
Fresno, averaging over 200 yards per game in rushing, was stopped cold with a

Bulldogs’ Dale
mere 35 yards. The
Messer was held to a -.3 per carry
to
and his teammate Billy Wayte
Messer had
attempts.
seven
in
If
and 215 yards
a nine yard average
going into the contest and Wayte
a 5.9 on 171 yards.
Neal Ciderry was the Mg gun
yards
for gun Jose, picking up 98
rushing in 12 attempts for an
8.2 average.
The locals, who picked up 27
first downs to the Bulldogs 11, hit
for a late first quarter score and
hen were off to the races, rolling
to a 21-8 halftime lead.
After two Bulldog punts, the
SJS eleven took over on its own
44 with Mac Burton dodging
around right end twice for an
eight and six yard pickup. Emmett
Lee. who passed for 109 yards,
113-8-B then hit the speedy Burtot with a swing pass for 14 yards
to take the ball to the Fresno 19.
A 15-yard penalty seemed to put
a crimp in SJS’s scoring drive but
on a third and 12 situation, Lee
hit end Claire Appledorn for 19
and a first down to the seven.
[me Kilbourne went over for the
score three plays later and the
Spartans chalked up six points
with 10’.:2 minutes gone in the first
quarter. Chuck Yena, who missed
only one conversion all night, made
the score 7-0.
The Golden Raiders struck twice
more In the first half, one score
involving the longest running play
the night. Lee, with a first and
ten situation, faked a pitchout to
hit iefl ill’’, 1,k and then gave the

ball to Oneal Cuterry cutting
through the center of the line and
the Cutter burst through the Fresno secondary, slanted toward the
right sidelines, and went into the
endzone for a 51 -yard TD romp.
The final first half score was
set up by a Burton interception
which carried to the INC 45yard line and Kent ft...6(MB hit
the goal line seven plays later
with two and one-half minutes
left in the half.
Nick Papac caught the Spartan
secondary napping in the final
minutes as on one play he faked
two plunges up the middle, rolled
around left end and in an apparent
option play and then rifled the oall
across field to George Ragsdale
who ran 43 yards for the score as
the gun sounded.
The San Jose State second and
third units played most of the second half with the first string seeing only limited action after getting the kickoff and marching 72
yards in eight plays to pull away
27-8. Ray Podesto was at the helm

Spartan Yearlings
Suffer 28-6 Drubbing
San Jose State’s frosh footballers fell before San Francisco
State’s yearlings 28-6 Thursday
with the only SJS score coming on
a stunning 90 yard kickoff return
by Dave Bonillas.
The Gaters took an early 7-0
lead on an 18 yard aerial from
Dennis O’keefe to end Bob Martin and were never headed. 0’keefe also kicked two conversions.
Coach Harry Anderson was
somewhat disappointed over the
lack -luster performance of the
:Spartans but hopes the pigskin’ ners will untrack themselves for
; the Cal Poly encounter next week.

A &M Auto Repair
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydrarnatic
Powerglide
student rates456 E En, Salvador CY 5 4247

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

Cc’e SLATE

ALL IN COLOR

"YELLOWSTONE KELLY"
Byrnes

Edwarid

TOWNE
THEATER

PLUS

"A PRIVATE’S AFFAIR"

’

1433 THE ALAMEDA

’LADY CHATTERLEY’S
LOVER’

EL RANCHO

A Book .. NOW brought
to life on film.
PLUS

"DIARY OF ANN FRANK"
PLUS

’THE BED’
usual

"THE

student pricill

BRIDE WAS TOO
BEAUTIFUL"
Bardrf

t

MAYFAIR
plays the true, mounq
in color

-f

Nickols"

"THE FIVE PENNIES"
PLUS

"MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT"
Frederick March
Admission ... 75 cents
Coming soon!! LORETTA YOUNG in a smash comedy

Shank’s Drive-In Cleaners
AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY
APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
-In at 9:00 a.m.

in this series of downs and was on
target with three passes on second and long yardage to go. Podesto hit five of six passes for 69
yards in his stint Saturday night.

Twenty-eight candidates for varsity basketball turned out Thursday as San Jose State conducted
its first practice session of the
1959-60 season in Spartan Gym.
Junior college transfers and
players from last year’s freshmen
squad are expected to bolster
coach Walt McPherson’s roster, lie
has six returning lettermen but
only three saw much action last
year.

SKIN DIVING
HEADQUARTERS

Returning from last year’s squad
are Bob Chapman, Jim Whelihan,
Jim Ernbree, Al Andreas, Buzz
Ulrey and Joe McGrath.
Players up from the frosh are
guards Gary Ryan and Vance
Barnes, forward Rodger Pliler and
center Art Dalbey,

FORMER

SJS ENDBilly "The Goose" Wilson, 49er mainstay,
demonstrates the skill that has made him one of the top ends in
pro-football. Wilson is shown catching a 21 -yard aerial from 49er
quarterback Y. A. Tittle in a game against Philadelphia earlier this
season. Tom Brookshier, Eagle defensive back, makes a flying
tackle as the San Francisco eleven took the contest 24-14.

Six Teams
Top Mural
Grid League

554

Life Insurance
Reporting Service
Says:

"Ire recommend
this company"
H
Office
Cc
squarest Central Court Soulh
Indianapol, 5, Indana

Buy Where You Benefit Most"
TN E

COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

OF AMERICA
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA

A division for both frEtternities
and independent men will highlight the 23rd annual Novice BoxMg Tournament to be held in the
Spartan gym on Dec. 9, 10 and 11.
Coach Julie Menendez has announced that blanks are available
for competition in ten weight divisions. Weigh -ins will be from 9
a.m. until 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
Dec. S.
Any student who participates in
the tournament is allowed to train
in the boxing gym daily from 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Experienced boxers are offering
their services as coaches of either
independent or fraternity teams.
For information pertaining to the
tournament, team managers are
urged to contact Coach Menendez
in the Men’s Physical Education
Building.

For better than fifty years Best’s Life Insurance
Reports has been considered the authority in the
life insurance business. Best’s searching appraisal
of every facet of a company’s operations can give
you the utmost confidence in our company, when
they say in their current report:
"The College Life Insurance Company of America
is conservatively and capably managed, has a reputable backing, and has made substantial progress

since organization . . . The results achieved by the
company have been very favorable. . . We recommend this company."
When you buy life insurance you deserve no less
assurance from no less authority than Best’s. And
you deserve no less protection than the 7 unique
benefits of College Life’s famous BENEFACTOR
Policy. See our representative now for full infor
mation about this policy.

THE COLLEGE LIPS INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
Member: American Life Convention

Lois Insurance Agency Managernero

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
A

Original and Only Life Insurance Company Serving College Men Exclusively
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Smith-Corona saves the school show- rTERM
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S Bascom
CT 4-7717
PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Nation’s leading

Novice Mitt
Match Lists
10 Divisions

ONE DAY SERVICENO EXTRA CHARGE

Stan’s Skin Diving
Shop

BEST’S

Independent Football League
ball players closed out their first
week of play last week with four
American League teams and two
National League squads sporting
unblemished records.
ROTC, the High Balls, 598 S.
9th, and the strong KA AC top
the list in the American circuit.
The National League is paced by
the Riverside Rebels and AID.
In last week’s action Austin
Parlett’s two touchdown passing
effort and the running of fleet Alden Long paced KA AC over Army
ROTC, 14-0.
Tim Curtis’ catch of a 20 yard
pass from Bill Ash coupled with a
safety was enough to give the
High Balls a 9-6 edge over the
Sat yrs.
Deke Smith grabbed off two
touchdown passes from Jim Erbs
and Bob Smith pulled in another
as AID rolled to a 20-0 shutout
over Heindels.
Wilson’s and Pink Tubs locked
horns in a tight defensive game
with Wilson’s finally emerging the
victor by a 6-2 count. John Orognen’s interception of a stray Pink
Tub pass set up the play for the
winning tally, a pass from Otognen to Ed Giachetti.
John Dessel fired two touchdown strikes to lead the Riverside
Rebels to a 13-7 win over the
Beach Corners. Angelo Ross threw
25 yards to Dave Prickett for the
losers’ only score.
In the final game, 598 S. 9th
won by forfeit over the Air Force
ROTC team.

Out at 5:00 p.m.

l2;. Water Compressed Air
Tanks & Regulators 20% Off
Cressi Gigante & Duck Feet
Fins ... Special at $6.95 pr.
Rentals
Instruction
Complp+e L’oo of Accssories
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ORIENTAL PRINTS AND PANELS
G702 Hirosch;ge
A fra;-.
fain
taupe. /2 129 .
P.b. at $3.00

Koyo Enkyo Bridge.

Sale it

Snow Landscape.
G7 0I. Hiroshige:
Deep blue of a river wng between
mountainous cliffs with delicately traced
snow-ladeq treat.’! 138"x29".
Sale .98
Pub. at $3:00
6706. Hokusei: "Oiran." A reproduction cf a pawtng of a fabulously dressed woman prominading. Layers of vari
csl:red ..."der’ garments reveal her ele
can,. 13’ .29 .
Sale .98
P.O.a $3.00

. Soft yellow ballet
G879. Degas: D
dress with blue bodice enhances this an’
usual study of a ballerina at rest. 221/4"
x28. Pub. at $3.00
Sale .91

6520. Picasso: The White Clown. Striking silkscreen of the charming favorite,
printed on cocoa.brown textured paper.
Sale .91
2011251/2. Pub. at $5.00

6722. Degas: Four Dangers. Brightly
garbed ballerinas against a scenic back
drop-violet green and marigold. 301/4Sale .91
x221/4-. Pub. at $3.00

6710. Picasso: Woman.Portrait. An on.
usual, early full length portrait of a lady
in a huge white hat and light green
cloak. 22-s281/2". Pub. at $3.00. Sale .91

UTRILLO PRINTS

LANDSCAPES & SEASCAPES

G393. Utrillo: Eglise de Bonlieue. CO,In
.ry
with we, ed gardens. 28.22".
P..b. at $3.00
sale .91

L Estague.
Golds,
G643. Celanne:
the ocean
greens and the clear blue
in planes.
form an exciting compcs
28...24". Pub. at $3.00
Sale .98

G4I0. Utrillo: Montmartre. "La Gale the fan,
windmill landmark of
Paris in bri’ :art greens and tans. 31N"
sal. II
P.b. at $8.00

G705. Hokusai: "Yule." Striliirg ciirtrait
Clack kimono
of a wnrnan in a
f’-wered
and briiliart henna
P..b. at $3.00 Sale .91

Gill. Utrillo: Rue des Saules. Shadowy
r I w walled village street
night .
Sale .91

Koson Falcon on a Branch. r .

G728.

6716.

-

1,0,05
Sale .91
6730.

Koson Birds in

.22

Bamboo Tree
. :

G711, Picasso: Classical Head. Force.
ful yet simple portrait of a young WOM,
en in warm flesh tones and tans. 221/2Sale AS
.
x281/4". Pub. at $3.00

6729. She-san: White Birds Flying in
Snow. 1-.tn :rig design cf five white
rIr
1
ending from a gray sky .0
oi
ol .0 of snow covered trees.
Sal. AS
13,2 x3L . P.b. at $3.00

6515. Picasso: Mother and Child. Es
guisitely tender portrait in delicate lines
against tans, blues and greens. 20-127-.
Orig. $3.00
Sale .91

DEGAS AND OTHER DANCE
PRINTS
6762.
a

Degas: Blue Dancer. E .a s
a

Street. Colorful shop
r be
the Sacre
1 -id russets. 28Sale .911

PICASSO PRINTS

Sal. .91

P.c. at $3 CC

Utrillo

Sal. .98

AUTHENTIC BULLFIGHT POSTERS
Imported from Spain. Giant sized.
full of flashing action and brilliant
color, many featuring manolete - the
ultimate in sophiscafed decor. 31/2
fee high by I% feet wide, ideal for
playroom or den.
Now $.911 each
Pub at $2.50

: Winter Harbor. The fish.
6527. G
erman’s wharf on a cairn ninny day with
glistening snow and lovely green and
Sale .98
gold. 28".22". Pub. at $4.00
6713. Homer: Boys In A Pasture. Sultry summer atmosphere -two boys in an
immense field. 281/2"521 .
Sal* .98
Pub. at $3.00
6691. Homer: Breezing Up. Three small
boys end a fisherman in a sailboat run.
sting ahead of a strong wind after a days
haul off Gloucester. 28".22".
Sale .98
Pub. at $3.00
6769. Pismire: The Towering Path. Se
rens summer landscape of canal with a
barge and a fisherman on the bank. 29"
Salo .98
41". Pub. at $3.00

6365. Map of America. Michael toter.
valor. Both continents, with embellished
borders and cornerpieces.
Sale .91
Pub. at $3.00
6366. Map of the World. Nicolao
ocher. 17th century global map. decorated with symbols for earth, water, fire and
Sale .91
air. Pub. at $3.00
OTHERS

6461. Renoir: La Loge. Man and num.
an seated in opera box. Pink, biauk ard
reddish -brown. 221/. .291/2".
Pub. at $10.00
Sale .91

6358. Cowin*: Card Players. Two men
intent upon their cards - brilliant use of
white against red and blue. 25..119".
Salo .98
Pub. at $3.00 .

0602. Renoir: La Moulin de la
Merry. festIve scene Of CO,
end chatting in au outdo.
42". Pub. at $3.00 .
2ne 91

6719. Cumin’s: Fruit and Jug. A
orous composition with cr:Inff,i1 fruit
a pottery jug against bright blue
soft green. 28"x213,.". $3.00. Sale

vig.
and
and
.91

6785. Chagall: Charnben Sur Lac. De.
lightfyl ccuntry barnyard scene in ctl.
orfyl blues and greens. 221/2".281/2Sale .91
Pub. at $3.00 .
6611. Derain: Harlequin. Striking study
of man in a multicolored costume pley
ing a lute - rich copper background.
Sal* .911
22.’48". Pub. at $3.00

6302. Picasso: Pierrot. A Clown in
green and red with flecks of white. 221/4Sale .91
.28’12 . Pub. at $4.00

6314. Van Gogh: Dutch Landscape.
Wide sweep of field with windmill and
cottages. gold and blue. 28."45".
Sale .91
Pub. at $3.00

6551. Duly: Paddock at Deauville.
Trainers wercising their horses behind
the grandstand -a brilliant study in
greens. blue and saffron. 271/4.’42".
Sale .91
Pub. at $3.00

G398 Picasso: Still Life with Antique
Head
-^n brown and white corri
pow on. 2e .22 . Pub. at’ $3.00. Sale .98

"Framed While You Wait"
,Exquisite museum quality reproductions in
brilliant color! Mounted on heavy board, coy.
ered with protective varnish ! So real you can
actually see and feel the rained brush strokes!
Verified Value - 6.50 to 8.00 each!

198
each

I
f
pi... ea by
Para..
Renoir
Rouault

lireatlltaking Master
odd -Renowned Artists
Vermeer
Van Gogh
Degas
Cesanne
Braque
Boa
Letstree
Ganser
Matinee
Modigliani
Duly
and many, many other.. Mont are larger than
this entire page; all are decorator fevorites
to lend new beauty and interest to any room
in your home or office. Tremendous selection
Inc Tilden J3pa nine panels, classic and modern
landscapes. seascapes. portraits and still-lifee
- each a delight to the eye, each a picture
you ’sill lie
tr. nen and dirlay.
SALE! Two -Inch Wide Solid Oak Frmes
The Framing Service is FREE, takes only few seconds!
Sturddy-construr tr.& natural oak.00d frames, in the favorite scoop pattern
and five most popular sizes. Specially chosen to enhance the beauty of the
prints, they make an exciting decorator package at huge savings!
2.49
18 z 21.inch size
1.98
13’i z 15’4.inch size
2.98
2.49
20. 21-inch nine
16 20.inch size _..........
2.98
24 30-inch size _ ...._._
Natural Bamboo Design Frames to fit the Japanese Panels
2.49
10 x 30-inch size ..
. 2.49
size
10 25 -Inch

Vlaminck: Village Landscape, A
of white houses in a landscape of
colors-soft blues greens and
28.’44". Orig. $3.00
Sale .98
AMERICANA

6708. Russell: Indians Discovering Lew.
is and Clark. A
-ted Indars
-1 the farns.,s
in war 1,ssor n
espeditice 2; .22 2".
Sale .98
Pub. at $3.00

6102. Renoir: Children as the Seetke,
A striking portrait of the centre
,
of a group at the beach -do
tel. 221/2.’481/2". Pub. at $3.00 Sale 98

6106. Bos: Still Life with Storm Lantern
and Books. Ancient clasped volume and
the lantern in an interesting study. 17
Sale .91
.19". Pub. at $3.00

6356. Dufy: Baccarat Party. Sciriant
color in Sr unusually strong composition.
Sale .91
Pub. a. $4.00

6751.
cluster
pastel
yellow.

6607. ModIgliani: Women with Red
Heir. An enchanting portrait
young woman with bright red
48". Pub. at $3.00
Sala 91

6609. Renoir: Girl with Wafering Can.
A little girl in blue watering the
in her garden - hazy summer n
phere. 21 3/4"a21/4". orig. $3.00. Sala 91

6782. Sisley: The Tugboat. A busy river scene on an overcast day with strollers along the banks-subdued coloring
in sturdy brushstrokes. 231/2-119-.
Pub. at $3.00
Sale .91

6347. Picasso: Sculptor and His Models. MaqrrJ c en :weep o ine in a Ord,
.-e nomposition. 27’/e im23341.
Sale .91
$4.00

6644. Modigliani: Gypsy Woman ..Ith
Baby. Stunning portrait of a
en and infant- touches of reo ,
against chalky gray. 211/4...27)/4
Pub. at $3.00
Salo .91

6805. Be,: Still Life with Bread and
Pears. Charming arrangement of copper
kettle and pewter plate with bread. 19"
Sale .98
x17". Pub. at $3.00

G761. Picasso: Nature Morte Aux Co.
rises. Powerful composition in dark blues
and red against heavily textured back.
ground. 28 .20i . Pub. at $3.00 Sale .91

SALE! Giant Size Brush Stroke
Color Reproductions of Great Art

IMAGINE!
ONLY

6522. Gasser: Inland Cove. 0’’5
ageinst the blue-green waters of a deco
inlet. with 8 fisherman beaching a red
boat. 273/4".211/a". Orig. $4.00. Sale .98

MAPS, ANCIENT AND SPORTING

6585. Day: Saint Jeannot. Broad brush
st.-..s d ,inqi,:th this painting of a vil
lege scene. 28.22". Orig. $3.00. Sale .98
6789. Feininger:
Ar-.;-,.e .-al
r .b. - ri. are: in
sand. 2B/2-.24’/2-.

Sight Of A Village.
c; a rnoden st,eet de Hate bl...es and
C19. $300. Sale .91

6766. Gaugin: Flowers And A Bowl Of
blues lavender a Pub. at $3.00

Sale .98

6100. Renoir: Two Children in Wis..,
Dresses. TWO little girls in
lace finery - pink and bl.,e
hair ribbons. 213/4-.28’/2Se’. 91
Pub. at $3.00

, .

6517. Renoir: Washerwoman
women at a brook, in sc."
tones with textured brushstros.
Pub. at $3.00
.

Si .

6349. Rouault: Le Chinois.
No in the artist’s -stained 1
nique. 231/4".277/a". Orig, 4

S. a 91

98

6104. Soutine: Portrait of a Boy
.
man in a red waistcoat against e -t
blue background. 23",27/2’.
Sale .91
Pub. at $3.00
6455. Van Gogh: Gypsy Camp
use of b ues greens and rang.
noted painting of caravans at
Se s
.24". Pub. at $3.00
6304. Van Gogh: Restaurant of ’ White b’ en end greens in she
frost. 28 …".22Y5’. Orig. $4.00. Sao 91

6754. Kautzky: Schooner in the Harbour. A per with old pilings berthing a
schooner - soft greens and lavender
shadings. 29.’451/2". Orig. $3.00. Sale .91

6683. Kle: Portrait of Moe. A silk.
screen abstrastion - ochre, purple, gray
and Brown patterns ou.’ined in bo’d

6611. Van Gogh: White Roses
tic beWl",ee in bold brush strnte
a soft green background. 12
Pub. at $3.00

OLD MASTERS

Th
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91

Sale .98

1

Lautrec: Mme. D Honorine. A
0,rtralt in ,-,ft pasitels
sand and green of a seated woman holding a parasnd. 213/4".73/4".
Pub. at $3.00
Sale AI
0714.

h,roting

6517. Lautrec, Seated Clown. One of
tri
-r
r:d;ng breeches
’28 .
r.
’
n
’
nI r. a
Sale .91

6552. Da Vinci: Mons Lisa. Th. lady
with the
smat. c
Ie
merznif
reprodu- - ef .1-, rue 7 nol .n t.nn
Louvre. I;
Pub. at Si
Sale .91

G678. Mann: Movement on the Road.
Maine. A ’..ght airy
blues brown n Pub. at $3.00
Sale .91

G797.1embrandt: The Nightwatch. T -n
famous portrait of the members of the
Guild of Rifiemen departing on a so.tiw.
28.22". Pub. a? $3.00
Sale .98

6541. Matisse: Interior, Flowers and
Parrots. Deep colrrs in a
am
rangerrent of cage and flowers on a
table by an noon door. 22".28".
Pub. at $3.00
Sale .98

6791. Vermeer: The Milkmaid. E
greens russ and chartreuse ..- a niiin
like inferior -a maid working at a I’’ chest table. 22.28". Orig. $3.00. Salts .91

on
plet1
met

fee!

6321. Rouault: Christian Norf...n nt
.
,
strac v.rsion of the F
Sale .91
211/8"x28". Pub. at $4.00

W.de
Lyrisches.
6787. Kandinsky:
.,..o.n.s line: in an airy abstract reprn.nrat nn o; a horse - blues, greens
ir20 Orig. $3.00 Sale .98
and r,’.’

6439. Pike: Water in the Flatlands.
Mastrly watercolor of the Sarre Nevada
Valley, depicted with a translucent glow.
Sale .91
28.20-. Pub. at $3.00

and
peete
few
fi
cord’
Th
stor)
ready
ton s
reach
north
when
stand

6725. Rimier: In The Meadow. A ’
sUrOrner scene with a young r:
straw hat carrying a basket ono/.
trees- blues and greens. 28.2:
.. .....
Pub. at $3.00
Sr

CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN PRINTS
6755. Kautzky: October Sunshine. Corn.
. ’age them.
fortable cottages lining
oughfere in blazing autumn fo ;ale. 29
.Sale .9r
.251/2". Pub. at $3.00

64$6. Pike: ’Garyville Store. A sma’l
country town depicted in autumnal rn’.
ens. shimmering woh fresh ran. 28-.20
Sale .91
Pub. at $3.00

in I
Dra

6699. Vlaminck: Vase of Flows,
splashes of color in a nosege,
per coffee pot. 19".251/4Sale 911
Pub. at $3.00
.
. .
6649. Weber: Still Life 1950
a coffee pot in an a,,.
with flashes of red. 2.’
Pub. at $3.00

,e e

TRAVEL POSTERS
Stunning, giant -sited, boldly col -tad
posters, each capturing the Sc
mood or the romantic chortle*
of the countries they portray. tl
gin souvenirs for the travelled
Nord additions to any decor
poster friessures 251/i I Oh and
will make an unusual "converist,en
5.91
piece" in your den or office
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6457, Mattis.): Still Life - Apples on
Pink Tablecloth.
;

Sale .91

AND MANY OTH1,10

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"Right on Campus"
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